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School Growth Planning Process
Cultural inclusion standards 
(Yukon First Nations ways of knowing and doing)
School Growth Plan Outline
8) Student achievement/Key indicators for success:
Appendix 1
 
School Growth Plan
 
The school develops a school growth plan for growth using theSpiral of Inquiry (Halbert, Kaser and Timperley, 2012) frameworkto inform the process.
Scanning: What's going on for our learners:    •   Using data from a variety of sources including the initial Class Review, teacher observations and evidence of         student learning, the team scans their learners.
Focusing: What will give us the greatest impact for student learning?    •   Examining the scanning data, the team highlights areas of possible focus in professional learning.    •   Begin by choosing one area of focus that will have the greatest impact on learners and learning.    •   Is the area of focus big enough?    •   Will it really make a difference?
Developing a Hunch: How are we contributing to the issue?    •   The team considers the ways in which we, as educators, may be contributing to the selected area of focus.    •   What are our biases?    •   Are there other factors which contribute?    •   What can we directly impact and change?
New Professional Learning: How and where can we learn more about what to do?    •   What are the resources that can further my learning in the area I have chosen to focus?    •   Books, research literature, professional learning networks and colleagues, Professional Development days are all         possible sources of new professional learning.
Taking Action: What will we do differently?    •   After the team develops the inquiry focus and considers new professional learning to help frame how to change         teaching to better meet the needs of learners.    •   This stage involves thoughtful planning and set up in the weeks before the Learning Round- what teaching and         learning practices are being explored or deepened?    •   A schedule is established for meetings and to consider how reflective practice will be incorporated.    •   Roles for the team members are established, ensuring that the Principal or Vice-Principal is involved in supporting         teacher professional growth.
Checking: Have we made enough of a difference?    •   By examining evidence of student learning, and examining the initial focus and baseline observations and data,         the teacher and the team, ask themselves: How have students improved? Has my teaching made (enough of) a         difference? Using the spiral of inquiry, do we need to revisit the focus? The new learning?
Appendix 2
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	TextField1: Currently the school offers both Northern Tutchone and French at the school 
	TextField2: 1. This process has taught the school growth committee the importance of looking at data before making any assumptions as well as the importance of having consistent unified teaching practices and programs across the school. This allows students not to continually learn new programs but rather focus on the actual learning it self.2. The committee has also learned the importance of offering secondary programing that interests the students, to ensure students are not just coming to school but also taking as many courses as they cane and not trying to get just the 80 credits need for graduation.  
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